Engage: Go Bananas
dance workshop
Express: Chessington
World of Adventures

Literacy

Phonic words sorting games.
Word Bingo
Word/ picture matching games
Find graphemes in a story

Willy and Hugh by Anthony Browne
Character description of Willy/ Hugh
Setting description using the story of Willy and
Hugh as inspiration

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
PSCHE: Good to be me
Team building activities and circle games
Drama and role play
Empathise through dance.
Work in pairs to produce a friendship poster.
R.E.: Creation
Creation story around the world. Act out the stories of the
7 days.
Create posters and art work.
Explore traditional creation stories from around the world.
The story of Easter

Banana Smoothie instructions
Persuasive poster: People must visit Chessington
world of adventures otherwise it will close!
Gorilla fact sheet.
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Literacy Goes MADD
Activities
Go Bananas!
Year 1
Mathematics

Physical Development
Dance (3):
Explore movement of gorillas and other apes/ monkeys
through dance.
Games (2):
Introduction to Kwik cricket; ball skills

Measuring ingredients for the smoothie
Compare heights of children
Calculate the cost of ingredients to make smoothies/ tickets
for Chessington.
Problems solving related to selling smoothies on a role play
stall.
Use positional language to describe/ design a map/ route of
Pollards Hill.
Use positional language to direct a bee bot along your
spooky setting path.

Understanding the World
GEOGRAPHY: Place Knowledge
Explore terminology.
Local walk to explore local features; Pollards Hill
create a map/ area birds eye view.
Compare with Brazil; similarities and differences
of the physical geography. Where do bananas
grow and why/ how. Comparisons of the fruit that
grows.
SCIENCE:
Seasons; observe changes to the Horse chestnut
in Spring.
Tree hunt; ID common trees in the school
grounds. ever green/ deciduous.
Plants: Draw diagrams and label the parts of the
plant.
Go on a plant hunt and observe closely and use
the terminology.
Computing: Multimedia
Use 2 simple story create to design a display
poster for the smoothie instructions.
Store and retrieve saved smoothie file. Work in
pairs
Bee bots
Explore

Expressive Arts and Design
ART: 3D Models
Monkey and Ape clay masks.
Mothers day cards
Flower baskets
Easter lamb masks.
Giant mural of Willy/ Hugh for display.
Music: Singing
Singing monkey/ Gorilla songs.
Explore instruments to create spooky scene/
atmosphere.

